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******* A TIMES 'BOOK OF THE YEAR' *******
***Shortlisted for the CWA Dagger for non-fiction*** 'A
magnificent, meticulous and startling re-examination of a
crime that haunts the world's imagination' Geoffrey
Wansell, author of An Evil Love: The Life of Frederick
West 'Eatwell writes brilliantly . . . [she] has finally offered
[Elizabeth] Short a type of belated justice. Her book
reads like a thriller' Sunday Times 'A compelling read, in
both style and substance . . . A must-read for anyone
with an interest in the Black Dahlia - or indeed any fan of
the true-crime genre' Rod Reynolds, author of The Dark
Inside 'Compulsively readable, impeccably researched
and heart-rending at times . . . Superb' Sarah Lotz,
author of The Three and The White Road ************* On
15th January 1947, the naked, dismembered body of a
black-haired beauty, Elizabeth Short, was discovered
lying next to a pavement in a Hollywood suburb. She
was quickly nicknamed The Black Dahlia. The homicide
inquiry that followed consumed Los Angeles for years
and the authorities blew millions of dollars of resources
on an investigation that threw up dozens of suspects. But
it never was solved. Until now. In this ground-breaking
book, Piu Eatwell reveals compelling forensic and eye
witness evidence for the first time, which finally points to
the identity of the murderer. The case was immortalised
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in James
Ellroy's famous
novel
basedTrue
on the
case, in
Kenneth Anger's Hollywood Babylon and Brian de
Palma's movie The Black Dahlia. This is a dark tale of
sex, manipulation, obsession, psychopathy and one of
the biggest police cover ups in history.
Obsession, Unrequited Love, Jealousy, Revenge, and
Violence Collide in this Page-Turning Anthology Crimes
of passion are both eerie and strangely tantalizing. How
can someone you hold dear become someone you fear?
This riveting anthology explores the question through
some of the most compelling true crime accounts and
stories of obsession and vengeance. Crimes fueled by
emotions. Love, passion, obsession, jealousy, and
betrayal. When it comes to the emotions, people can
react in strange and unexpected ways. Whether it’s a
heart hurt by unrequited love, or a lover so passionate
they’ll stop at nothing to get their way—even the most
mild-mannered soul can suddenly flip, becoming a
vengeful spirit with dark intentions. From the ancient
Greek myth of Jason and Medea to Shakespeare’s
Othello, themes dealing with deeply felt emotions have
persisted. But unlike mythology or fiction, The Best New
True Crime Stories: Crimes of Passion, Obsession &
Revenge contains stories from real life. A special
selection of stories written exclusively for this book. The
Best New True Crime Stories: Crimes of Passion,
Obsession & Revenge includes stories from around the
world and from different times. As with all titles in the
popular The Best New True Crime Stories series, this
volume contains original nonfiction accounts penned by
writers from across the literary spectrum. Dive into these
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true tales of passion
and unrequited
love turned
violent. Examine why some have fully embraced their
dark side, resorting to crime to achieve their own special
brand of satisfaction and retribution. If you enjoyed
Mitzi's last book in her series, The Best New True Crime
Stories: Well-Mannered Crooks, Rogues & Criminals,
and books like You Love Me, and The Big Book of Serial
Killers Volume 2, then you’ll love The Best New True
Crime Stories: Crimes of Passion, Obsession &
Revenge.
Real-life is stranger and more frightening than fiction,
and this book serves to cement that principal even
further. In this compilation, there are eleven cases of
some of the most deplorable, unjust and violent crimes
I've come across. From cannibals to rapists to the
sickest, most twisted criminals you've not yet heard of,
you'll read about them all in this book. I'll tell you the
story of Rurik Jutting, a British banker living in Hong
Kong who held two women hostage, tortured them and
raped them over a number of days. You'll learn about
Issei Sagawa, a Japanese cannibal who killed and ate a
woman - but walks free on the streets today. Then
there's the vile three-week torture of an Australian
woman who, when she was eventually rescued,
paramedics initially thought she was dead. You can also
read about the 'Hello Kitty' murder, which is as bizarre as
it sounds - and as equally haunting. But please be
warned, the cases in this book are highly disturbing and
include graphic and distressing descriptions. Please take
this trigger warning seriously as this book depicts horrific
crimes that involve sexual abuse, domestic abuse, child
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abuse and
graphic violence
throughout.
This
book is
intended to explore the evil in this world and expose the
heinous behaviour some people are capable of. Please
heed this warning before continuing to read. The book
fits under the following categories: Serial Killers True
Crime Murder and Mayhem True Murder Cases True
Crime Biography
50 Headline-grabbing murders from around the world.
True Crime StoryThe Times Number One
BestsellerRandom House
10 Sickening True Crime Stories Of Serial Killers That
Tortured, Hacked And Butchered Their Victims The act
of killing itself, is taboo in society. People kill for many
reasons though, some of them understandable, but
others are totally unfathomable. However, more
gruesome than killing by usual means like stabbing,
shooting or poisoning, is the act of butchery after the
murder. The motives for murder and serial killing,
according to psychologists, ranges from thrill seeking
and anger to attention seeking and financial gain.
Although it might seem sickening, these killers and
psychopaths exist in the past and the present time, and
some of them still have their freedom and are lurking in
different corners of the world. Mutilating, dismembering,
slaughtering and, even worse, eating a fellow human is
beyond reason; an act that is horrific and probably not
the work of a sane individual. This book lists the most
disgusting and disconcerting crimes in history: various
stories of strange serial killers who chopped up, violated,
cooked, and ate their victims. From real-life vampires
and werewolves who drank blood and ate raw human
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butcher killers
who mutilate,
abuse,
chop and eat their victims for reasons of Satanism,
sexual gratification and revenge upon society. This book
is jam-packed with mystery, gore and unbelievable true
stories of serial killers...
A quick word of warning. The true crime short stories
within this book are unimaginably gruesome. Most news
stories, television crime shows and true crime
documentaries tend to leave out the most horrible details
about murder cases simply because they are too
extreme for the general public.
** SOON TO BE A MAJOR NEW DOCUMENTARY
SERIES FROM HBO AND SKY ** WINNER OF THE
GOOD READS BEST NONFICTION BOOK OF THE
YEAR AWARD 2018 THE NEW YORK TIMES #1
BESTSELLER SHORTLISTED FOR THE GORDON
BURN PRIZE 2018 The masterful true crime account of
the Golden State Killer - the serial rapist turned murderer
who terrorised California for over a decade - from the
late Michelle McNamara. I'll Be Gone in the Dark offers a
unique snapshot of suburban West Coast America in the
1980s, and a chilling account of the wreckage left behind
by a criminal mastermind. It is also a portrait of one
woman's obsession and her unflagging pursuit of the
truth, three decades later, in spite of the personal cost.
Updated with material which takes in the extraordinary
events that followed its initial publication, Michelle
McNamara's first and last book is a contemporary classic
- humane, haunting and heroic.
Missing persons. Double murder? Métis leader James
Brady was one of the most famous Indigenous activists
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A communist,
strategist,
bibliophile,
led Métis and First Nations to rebel against government
and church oppression. Brady's success made
politicians and clergy fear him; he had enemies
everywhere. In 1967, while prospecting in Saskatchewan
with Cree Band Councillor and fellow activist, Absolom
Halkett, both men vanished from their remote lakeside
camp. For 50 years rumours swirled of secret mining
interests, political intrigue, and murder. Cold Case North
is the story of how a small team, with the help of the
Indigenous community, exposed police failure in the
original investigation, discovered new clues and
testimony, and gathered the pieces of the North's most
enduring missing persons puzzle. "Like too many cases
involving missing and murdered Indigenous people,
authorities failed to ensure that Brady and Halkett's
deaths were properly investigated. This book helps get to
the bottom of the fate of these two men, and
demonstrates why investigators should never dismiss the
knowledge of Indigenous peoples." --Darren Prefontaine,
author of Gabriel Dumont
'Highly original...A complete triumph' JOHN BOYNE
'Truly immersive: complex, disturbing, unexpectedly
funny and very smart' THE GUARDIAN 'What happens
to those girls who go missing? What happens to the Zoe
Nolans of the world?' In the early hours of Saturday 17
December 2011, Zoe Nolan, a nineteen-year-old
Manchester University student, walked out of a party
taking place in the shared accommodation where she
had been living for three months. She was never seen
again. Seven years after her disappearance, struggling
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writer Evelyn
MitchellYouth
finds herself
drawn
the
mystery. Through interviews with Zoe's closest friends
and family, she begins piecing together what really
happened in 2011. But where some versions of events
overlap, aligning perfectly with one another, others stand
in stark contrast, giving rise to troubling inconsistencies.
Shaken by revelations of Zoe's secret life, and stalked by
a figure from the shadows, Evelyn turns to crime writer
Joseph Knox to help make sense of a case where
everyone has something to hide. Zoe Nolan may be
missing presumed dead, but her story is only just
beginning 'Riveting and relentless...A unique story,
brilliantly told' Terry Hayes 'Brilliant, compelling and
original' Steve Cavanagh ______________ Readers
love TRUE CRIME STORY: 'Perfectly combines the best
parts of true crime, fiction and mystery. Superb' 'My
favourite read of 2021...fascinating, perplexing and
bloody brilliant' 'I've been looking for something different
and new in the crime genre. Here it is'
Spanning murder cases from the beginning of the
twentieth century to today, this is a must-read for fans of
true crime and will also be compelling to mystery and
thriller readers. The contributors include Harold
Schechter, Katherine Ramsland, Carol Anne Davis, Burl
Barer, and other leading writers in this genre. In
February 1975, nine-year-old Marcia Trimble left her
house in Nashville to deliver Girl Scout cookies in the
neighborhood. She never returned. After a massive but
fruitless search, her body was discovered on Easter
Sunday. Outrage and horror gripped the community of
Nashville, but the murder investigation was frustrated at
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The caseYouth
went cold
for three
decades
until it
was finally solved. In January 1997, Herbert Blitzstein
was found murdered in the living room of his Las Vegas
townhouse. A notorious mob insider, "Fat Herbie" had
pursued loan sharking and other rackets for decades.
Now, Blitzstein had been dispatched gangland style—by
three bullets to the back of the head—in what appeared to
be a classic contract killing. But the details of who killed
him and why turned out to be much more complicated,
and the real motives and circumstances remain murky to
this day. These are just two examples of the riveting
stories assembled in this unparalleled collection of some
of the top true-crime writers in the world. Each of the
seventeen contributors draws on his or her own
strengths, backgrounds, interests, and research skills to
describe in a vivid narrative not only the facts of each
notorious case but also the terrible emotions and
macabre circumstances surrounding the crimes.
It is no secret that true crime murder stories are not for
the faint of heart. They can lead you to double-check
your windows and doors at night, and question
everything you thought or believed about human nature.
Yet they are intriguing and fascinating at the same time.
What is it that makes us different from those who take
the lives of others? That is a question that many ask
themselves, and these true crime stories help to identify
the method and psychology behind some of the most
terrifying killers in modern history. This set includes three
true crime books, volumes 1-3, and each is filled with a
variety of true crime murder cases, including spree killers
and massacres, some of which are yet to be solved. You
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background
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the
murders, and the criminal investigations that took place.
Some pages will be difficult to read, due to the emotion
behind them. Yet you will be unable to stop reading,
turning page after page. Each true crime anthology in
this collection will leave you to ponder whether the
perpetrators of these crimes were really monsters. When
you learn of the background of these killers, the age-old
question of whether a serial killer is born to kill will be at
the forefront of your mind. Explore the stories behind the
murders in these True Crime volumes, the anger, the
horror, and the sadism, inflicted by each killer. Feel for
the victims, their families, and the investigators who had
to deal with each case. And don't be surprised if you
have to sleep with the light on.
IRISH CRIME: TRUE CRIME STORIES: True Crime
Books Series - Book 2 Ireland is a land of poetry, art and
culture, with roots spanning far beyond its shores. But
bubbling under the surface, its history is filled with evil
secrets and violent crime. From historic tales of serial
murder to present day criminal psychopaths, Ireland has
more than it's fair share of true crime stories. The True
Crime Stories series looks at the most notable criminal
events, the people behind them, and the horror of their
crimes. A must-read for anyone with an interest in
Ireland or true crime books, Irish Crime by Roger
Harrington is a chilling, factual exploration of Ireland's
murkiest secrets.
An Edgar Award nominee documents the killing spree of
Joseph Vacher on the French countryside at the end of
the 19th century, tracing the contributions of prosecutor
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Dr. Alexandre
Lacassagne
to the
science of forensics in their shared effort to capture and
bring Vacher to justice. Reprint.
Toward a Theory of True Crime Narratives vivifies how
nonfiction murder stories are told, what role they play in
society, and in the form of true crime why they remain
enduringly popular internationally on every platform. This
book establishes for the first time the actual line—or
dotted line—between mainstream journalism and the
multimedia phenomena of true crime. Presenting a
stable definition of what is—and what is not—true crime
will either challenge or justify Truman Capote’s claims
regarding the creation of a "new journalism" with In Cold
Blood, and accordingly expose the reluctance of the
promoters of NPR’s Serial, HBO’s The Jinx, and
Netflix’s Making a Murderer to refer to their products as
such. This research codifies true crime texts of various
types on multiple platforms—radio, television, print,
digital, and film—to reveal the defining characteristics of
the genre.
Includes Lee Shelton's murder of Billy Lyons, the
kidnapping of millionaire Robert Greenlease's son, and
many more.

Small Town Charm With Deadly Consequences A
collection of non-fiction accounts by international
writers and experts on small town true crime shows
readers that the real monsters aren’t hiding in the
woods, they’re inside our towns. Small towns aren’t
always what they seem. We’ve been told nothing
bad happens in small towns. You can leave your
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doors unlocked, and your windows wide open. We
picture peaceful hamlets with a strong sense of
community, and everyone knows each other. But
what if this wholesome idyllic image doesn’t always
square with reality? Small towns might look and feel
safe, but statistics show this isn’t really true. Tiny
town, big crime. Whether in Truman Capote’s
detailed murder of the Clutter family or Ted Bundy’s
small-town charm, criminals have always roamed
rural America and towns worldwide. Featuring
murder stories, criminal case studies, and more, The
Best New True Crime Stories: Small Towns contains
all-new accounts from writers of true crime, crime
journalism, and crime fiction. And these entries are
not based on a true story?they are true stories.
Edited by acclaimed author and anthologist Mitzi
Szereto, the stories in this volume span the globe.
Discover how unsolved murders, kidnapping,
shooting sprees, violent robbery, and other bad
things can and do happen in small towns all over the
world. If you enjoyed Mitzi's last book in the series,
The Best New True Crime Stories: Serial Killers, and
true crime books like In Cold Blood, Murder in the
Bayou, and The Innocent Man, then you’ll love The
Best New True Crime Stories: Small Towns.
In this true crime anthology you'll learn about some
of the most shocking true crime cases that have
happened in the last forty years. You will find
yourself thrust into a world that is often depraved but
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always intriguing and fascinating, leaving you
wanting to read more. These twelve cases, which
span the globe, are a true testament to the idea that
crime comes in all shapes and sizes.There are a
number of themes in this volume, including missing
persons, road trips gone wrong, and family
annihilations. You will read about a case in New
Zealand where two young people celebrating the
New Year vanished without a trace never to be seen
again, yet a man was still put on trial for their
murders. The tragic case of Denise Pikka Thiem--a
woman who went on a world trip to find spiritual
meaning but ended up murdered--is also profiled in
this book. The unfortunate phenomenon of mass
murder, particularly family annihilation, is covered in
two uniquely bizarre cases in this book. In one case,
a man claimed a voodoo demon drove him to murder
his family, while in another a man dressed as Santa
Claus attempted to murder an entire family during
the holiday season. Along with those cases are
several others that highlight the strange and
dangerous world of the modern criminal.After
reading all of the murder mysteries in this volume
you will be left wanting to read more.So sit back,
relax, and open the pages of this engaging true
crime book to learn the secrets of some of the worst
criminals to walk the earth over the last forty years!
Scotland is one of the most picturesque countries in
the world. But scratch beneath the surface, and it's
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history has secrets to hide. From centuries old tales
of gruesome murder and bodysnatching to present
day serial killers and psychopaths, Scotland has
more than it's fair share of true crime stories.The
True Crime Stories series looks at the most notable
criminal events, the people behind them, and the
horror of their crimes. A must-read for anyone with
an interest in Scottish crime books, Scottish Crime
by Roger Harrington is a chilling, factual exploration
of Scotland's murkiest secrets.
The most famous true crime novel of all time, In Cold
Blood is the bestseller that haunted its author long
after he finished writing it. "Chills the blood and
exercises the intelligence ... harrowing." —The New
York Review of Books On November 15, 1959, in the
small town of Holcomb, Kansas, four members of the
Clutter family were savagely murdered by blasts
from a shotgun held a few inches from their faces.
There was no apparent motive for the crime, and
there were almost no clues. In one of the first nonfiction novels ever written, Truman Capote
reconstructs the murder and the investigation that
led to the capture, trial, and execution of the killers,
generating both mesmerizing suspense and
astonishing empathy. In Cold Blood is a work that
transcends its moment, yielding poignant insights
into the nature of American violence.
Drawn from police files, eyewitness accounts, and
news reports, these stories introduce extreme
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criminals in an extreme land.
In STAY SEXY & DON'T GET MURDERED, Karen
Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark, hosts of true crime
comedy podcast 'My Favorite Murder,' open up
about their lives more intimately than ever in their
confessionally honest and hilarious debut book, titled
after their podcast sign-off. Sharing never-beforeheard stories ranging from their struggles with
depression, eating disorders, and addiction, Karen
and Georgia irreverently recount their biggest
mistakes and deepest fears, reflecting on the
formative life events that shaped them into two of the
most followed voices in the podcasting world.
A “necessary and brilliant” (NPR) exploration of our
cultural fascination with true crime told through four
“enthralling” (The New York Times Book Review)
narratives of obsession. In Savage Appetites, Rachel
Monroe links four criminal roles—Detective, Victim,
Defender, and Killer—to four true stories about
women driven by obsession. From a frustrated and
brilliant heiress crafting crime-scene dollhouses to a
young woman who became part of a Manson
victim’s family, from a landscape architect in love
with a convicted murderer to a Columbine fangirl
who planned her own mass shooting, these women
are alternately mesmerizing, horrifying, and
sympathetic. A revealing study of women’s
complicated relationship with true crime and the fear
and desire it can inspire, together these stories
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provide a window into why many women are drawn
to crime narratives—even as they also recoil from
them. Monroe uses these four cases to trace the
history of American crime through the growth of
forensic science, the evolving role of victims, the
Satanic Panic, the rise of online detectives, and the
long shadow of the Columbine shooting. Combining
personal narrative, reportage, and a sociological
examination of violence and media in the 20th and
21st centuries, Savage Appetites is a “corrective to
the genre it interrogates” (The New Statesman),
scrupulously exploring empathy, justice, and the
persistent appeal of crime.
The world can be a very strange place in general
and when you open the pages of this true crime
anthology you will quickly learn that the criminal
world specifically can be as bizarre as it is
dangerous. In the following book, you will be
captivated by mysterious missing person cases that
defy all logic and a couple cases of murderous
mistaken identity. Follow along as detectives
conduct criminal investigations in order to solve
cases that were once believed to be unsolvable.
Every one of the crime cases chronicled in the pages
of this book are as strange and disturbing as the
next. The twelve true crime stories in this book will
keep you riveted as you turn the pages, but they will
probably also leave you with more questions than
answers. For instance, you will be left pondering how
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two brothers from the same family could disappear
with no trace in similar circumstances over ten years
apart. You will also wonder how two women with the
same first and last names, but with no personal
connections, could be murdered within the same
week in the same city. The examination of a number
of true crime murder cases that went cold, but were
later solved through scientific advances, will also
keep you intrigued and reading. Open the pages of
this book, if you dare, to read some of the most
bizarre cases of disappearances, mistaken identity,
and true murder. Some of the cases will disturb and
anger you, but make no mistake, you will want to
keep reading!
Provides an overview of the real-life crimes--the
evidence, victims, suspects, trials, testimony, and
aftermath--that took hold in the American imagination,
including the O. J. Simpson murder trial, the Laci and
Scott Peterson case, and the killing of child beauty
queen JonBenet Ramsey.
Stories of True Crime in Tudor and Stuart England is an
original collection of thirty stories of true crime during the
period 1580-1700. Published in short books known as
chapbooks, these stories proliferated in early modern
popular literature. The chapbooks included in this
collection describe serious, horrifying and often deeply
personal stories of murder and attempted murder,
infanticide, suicide, rape, arson, highway robbery, petty
treason and witchcraft. These criminal cases reveal the
fascinating complexities of early modern English society.
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stories were
by the
English church and state to describe the proper
boundaries of behaviour, and the dangers that could
result from the sins of avarice, apathy, vice or violence.
Readers will learn about the public interest and
involvement in crime and punishment and the way the
criminal justice system was used to correct and deter
criminal activity and restore social boundaries such as
rank, gender, family, religion, and physical boundaries of
person and property. Perfect for the student reader, this
collection provides guided access to these exciting
sources. Each transcription is modernized and annotated
and is preceded by a brief discussion of key historical
context and themes. Including an introductory essay on
the topic of the English criminal justice system in the
early modern period, as well as a glossary of key terms
in English criminal law, this is an ideal introduction for
students of crime and criminal justice in England.
12 True Crime Stories of Murder & MayhemSeventh
Book of the True Crime Case Histories Series (2021) If
you're familiar with the previous books in the True Crime
Case Histories series, you already know that I start each
book with a brief warning. Real true crime is not for
everyone. The stories in this book represent humanity at
its absolute worst. Pure evil. Television crime shows and
news articles often skip the gruesome parts of true crime
stories. The real details are just too grisly for the average
viewer or reader. In my books, however, I do my best to
include the details, regardless of how unsettling they
may be. Each story requires hours of research. I search
through old newspaper articles, court documents, police
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Some of the specifics can be disconcerting. I choose to
include the details not to shock, but to give the reader a
deeper view into the mind of the killer. Although it's
unlikely any of us will understand the motives of a
diabolical monster, the level of depravity will keep you
turning pages. That being said, if you are overly
squeamish about the details of true crime, this book may
not be for you. If you're okay with it... then let's begin.
Volume 7 features: Longer stories, more photos, a bonus
chapter, and an online appendix with additional photos,
videos, and documents. Volume 7 of True Crime Case
Histories features twelve new stories from the past fifty
years. A sampling of the stories include: You'll read
about a law enforcement officer that took advantage of
the trust associated with his uniform. His brutal reign of
terror lasted eight years. It took the bravery of two young
women that escaped his grasp to bring him down.
There's the story of the recent law school graduate with
a crush on his neighbor. Rather than asking her out on a
date, he stalked and spied on his classmate, eventually
taking her life. There's also the heartbreaking story of a
single mom, drowning in debt, that did the unthinkable
for insurance money. Seven of the stories in this book
feature women killers, two of which took the time to
meticulously dismember their victims-a task that can take
great strength. Another woman manipulated her two
teenage boys into killing for her. Yet another woman
staged an elaborate hoax to get rid of her loving husband
rather than go through the agony of a messy divorce.
You'll also read of a sadistic group of up to twelve killers
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that took
joy in abducting
and
torturingTrue
young
men in
Australia. Sadly, only one of the mysterious group has
been brought to justice. Plus many more disturbing
stories. The twelve stories in this volume are shocking
and disturbing, but they're true. These things really
happen in the world. We may never understand why
killers do what they do, but at least we can be better
informed. You may have heard of a few of the stories in
this volume, but there are several I'm almost certain you
haven't. Scroll up to get your copy True Crime Case
Histories Volume 8 is due out December 2021 and will
feature 12 more short stories of; True Crime, Murder &
Mayhem, Serial Killer Biographies, and True Murder
Case Files.
"Brutal, factual, neutral in presentation... incredibly
shocking." a reader "Some of the most gruesome and
exciting criminal cases that Britain has to offer. I could
hardly put the book down." Franziska Singer (Actress) "A
riveting collection of reports that takes the reader to the
limits of what is bearable." Jen Stohler Cold-blooded
murders, tragic kidnappings, cruel torture, ruthless
abuse, devastating family dramas and a millennium
robbery. Real criminal cases. In the third volume of his
book series True Crime International, bestselling author
Adrian Langenscheid once again reports truthfully,
factually and free of any sensationalism about shocking
crimes in people' s immediate neighborhood. Crimes that
have actually happened - and not so long ago. Three
excellent podcasts have contributed 5 cases to the book.
Captivated, stunned, amazed and moved to tears, you
will question everything you think you know about human
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Life surpasses
all fiction
and writes
terrible
stories. This true crime book sums them up. Immerse
yourself in the breathtaking world of true crime. Simply
scroll up and click on "BUY NOW". "Definitely a must for
all fans of true crime fans!" Katharina Urbanek
Night falls and the rivers of blood flow forth once more.
For what are murderers if not creatures of the dark?
Hiding in plain sight as the average neighbor, co-worker
or even employer, just waiting for the moment to unleash
their murderous urges. Whether they are sadistic in their
methods or not does not change the common trait that
they all share: the presence of evil. These crimes shock
us to the core, leading us to wonder just what is going on
in their minds that leads them to take lives without any
feeling of remorse...yet deep down we're actually
intrigued by their crimes. Fascinated, even. In truth,
these killers bring forth a dark curiosity that keeps us
reading chapter after chapter, book after book, and once
we're done we begin to reflect on how interesting the
psychology behind these characters can be. It is
precisely because of this wondrous fascination that we
have compiled a fresh set of three True Crime Stories
books, following the success of our first collection, this
time with the bestselling volumes 4-6. 36 tales of
bloodshed and terror, police investigation and the
background of each and every killer await you, with each
subject varying from serial killer to mass murderer,
ruthless monster to seemingly harmless member of the
community. No two killers are the same and no two
murders are committed for the same reason - this much
you are about to find out. Reader, you are about to
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This true crime book makes you the detective,
investigating some of the most infamous unsolved cases
of the 20th and 21st centuries. Ever wondered who
murdered JonBenét Ramsey, or who terrorized San
Francisco as the Zodiac Killer? Puzzled over the
notorious Black Dahlia murder, or the shooting of TV
presenter Jill Dando? Crime scenes, crucial evidence,
witnesses, and persons of interest are clearly and
concisely presented, along with essential details and
clues, so you can judge for yourself: who could have
done it? Unsolved Murders also profiles the psychology
of the killer, discusses the background and life of the
unfortunate victim (or victims), and how these horrific
crimes impacted the victim's family and friends. From
domestic tragedies to serial killers with a love for the
macabre, this book will have you returning to the cases
again and again. Can you unlock the secrets of these
unsolved crimes where others have failed?* Presented in
a beautiful hardback format you will be proud to read on
the train or display on your coffee table, Unsolved
Murders: True Crime Cases Uncovered is like having
your favorite true crime podcast or documentary at your
fingertips, every day. *We can't promise that the book
will give you the solution!
WINNER OF THE SAMUEL JOHNSON PRIZE FOR
NON-FICTION THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER A
RICHARD AND JUDY BOOK CLUB PICK 'The finest
documentary writing' John le Carré 'Nothing less than a
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'Absolutely
riveting' Sarah Waters, Guardian 'Terrific' Ian Rankin 'A
triumph' Observer On a summer's morning in 1860, the
Kent family awakes in their elegant Wiltshire home to a
terrible discovery; their youngest son has been brutally
murdered. When celebrated detective Jack Whicher is
summoned from Scotland Yard he faces the unenviable
task of identifying the killer – when the grieving family are
the suspects. The original Victorian whodunnit, the
murder and its investigation provoked national hysteria at
the thought of what might be festering behind the locked
doors of respectable homes – scheming servants,
rebellious children, insanity, jealousy, loneliness and
loathing.
From the success of Australian True Crime Stories,
comes the next instalment in the stories of criminals past
and present. Join Joe Tog as he retells stories of the
people he met along his criminal path. From inside
prison, to suburban houses and the street, Joe's true
stories are informative, intriguing and give a rare insight
into the collective criminal mind. Including stories of
organised crime, escape from prison and high-level shoplifting, learn the ins and outs of this dangerous life.
erial Killer Collection Deal for ONLY $17.99. Instead of
$39.96 for all Four books individually. Petrifying. Bonechilling. Depraved. Their acts made headlines. Their names
live in infamy in the darkest recesses of the internet, but for
those who are left behind, these heartless monsters are
always there, looming over their every move. This true crime
four-book set exposes their inner secrets, details their
heinous crimes, and pulls the curtain on the long, hard-fought
investigations. This set includes the stories of: Paul Bernardo
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Killers, a
couple who turned their storybook house into a living
nightmare. Coldhearted murderer Mary Flora Bell, an elevenyear-old girl, who brutally murdered two young boys. Doug
Clark and Carol Bundy, the Sunset Strip Slayers--one a
sadomasochist; the other, a deviant nurse Prophet, madman,
evil incarnate, Marcus Wesson, a monster you'll not soon
forget Peek behind their sadistic masks and read about their
vicious and sadistic crimes. Meet the monsters. What
Amazon readers are saying: ????? "Grisly but fascinating to
read" ????? "Very good box set of killers who you hope never
live next door." ????? "I know that when I read one of Ryan's
books, I'm going to learn a lot about what makes people
"tick". As humans we are always shocked normal seeming
people can be so evil." ????? "It's amazing how many serial
killers are out there that no one knows anything about, these
books will help to fill in those blanks." Scroll up, click "Add to
Cart", and delve into their dark stories. These true crime
accounts aren't for the faint of heart. Read them if you dare.
A brilliant anthology of modern true-crime writing that
illustrates the appeal of this powerful and popular genre,
edited and curated by Sarah Weinman, the award-winning
author of The Real Lolita The appeal of true-crime stories has
never been higher. With podcasts like My Favorite Murder
and In the Dark, bestsellers like I’ll Be Gone in the Dark and
Furious Hours, and TV hits like American Crime Story and
Wild Wild Country, the cultural appetite for stories of real
people doing terrible things is insatiable. Acclaimed author
ofThe Real Lolitaand editor of Women Crime Writers: Eight
Suspense Novels of the 1940s & 50s (Library of America) and
Troubled Daughters, Twisted Wives (Penguin), Sarah
Weinman brings together an exemplary collection of recent
true crime tales. She culls together some of the most
refreshing and exciting contemporary journalists and
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Michelle
Dean’s
“Dee
Dee Wanted Her Daughter To Be Sick” went viral when it first
published and is the basis for the TV showThe Act and
Pamela Colloff’s “The Reckoning,” is the gold standard for
forensic journalism. There are 13 pieces in all and as a
collection, they showcase writing about true crime across the
broadest possible spectrum, while also reflecting what makes
crime stories so transfixing and irresistible to the modern
reader.
Travel around the world and inside the minds of monsters in
this true crime anthology featuring sixteen astonishing serial
killer exposés. Serial killers: Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy,
and Jeffrey Dahmer are often the first names that spring to
mind. Many people assume serial killers are primarily an
American phenomenon that came about in the latter part of
the twentieth century—but such assumptions are far from the
truth. Serial killers have been around for a long time and can
be found in every corner of the globe?and they’re not just
limited to the male gender, either. Some of these predators
have been caught and brought to justice whereas others have
never been found, let alone identified. Serial killers can be
anywhere. And scarier still, they can be anyone. Edited by
acclaimed author and anthologist Mitzi Szereto, The Best
New True Crime Stories: Serial Killers reveals all-new
accounts of true-crime serial killers from the contemporary to
the historic. The international list of contributors includes
award-winning crime writers, true-crime podcasters,
journalists, and experts in the dark crimes field such as Martin
Edwards, Lee Mellor, Danuta Kot, Craig Pittman, Richard O.
Jones, Marcie Rendon, Mike Browne, and Vicki Hendricks.
This book will leave you wondering if it’s ever really possible
to know who’s behind the mask you’re allowed to see.
Perfect for readers of true crime books such as I’ll Be Gone
in the Dark, Mindhunter, The Devil in the White City, or Sons
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“An engrossing
and multi-faceted
anthology
for a
new era of true crime writing.” ?Piper Weiss, author of You
All Grow Up and Leave Me
The Terrifying Story of the Most Monstrous Serial Killers
through History. Serial Killers are the most notorious and
disturbing of all criminals, representing the very darkest side
of humanity. Yet they endlessy fascinate and continue to
capture the public's attention with their strange charisma and
deadly deeds. From Jack the Ripper to Ted Bundy and the
Moors Murderers Ian Brady and Myra Hindley, these killers
transfix us with their ability to commit utterly savage acts of
cruelty and depravity. Only with modern police detection
methods and psychological profiling, have these figures that
have existed throughout human history finally been identified
in the deadliest category: serial killers. These methods, the
killers' characters and their crimes are described here in
fascinating and terrifyingly gripping detail. The whole history
of serial killers is brought to life in 50 chapters, including:
Herman Webster Mudget, Devil in the White City John
Christie, 10 Rillington Place murders Zodiac Killer Ian Brady
and Myra Hindley, The Moors Murderers Ted Bundy Fred and
Rosemary West Jeffrey Dahmer Aileen Wuornos Harold
Shipman, Dr Death
Sometimes the Nicest People Make the Deadliest Criminals
“True crime storytelling at its very best!” —Dan Zupansky,
author and host of True Murder #1 New Release in Heists &
Robberies Enjoy a collection of non-fiction accounts by
international writers and experts on crooks, criminals, and
serial killers who disguise themselves among society by being
what you least expect-your friendly next-door neighbor. From
mild mannered coworkers to doting parents. Some might be
your jack-of-all-trades friend, or others might be your family
member with an altruistic persona. The Best New True Crime
Stories: Well-Mannered Crooks & Criminals takes you deeper
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The ones
where
their most prominent feature isn’t a bloodied knife, but a
bright smile and warm gaze meant to lure their next victim.
Meet the real murderers and killers. You’ve heard about
John Wayne Gacy. You’ve read about Jeffrey Dahmer.
You’ve delved into the Ted Bundy fascination. It’s time for
you to meet the infamous Naún Briones, who struck fear into
the hearts of the rich, and Freddie Brenman, a notorious
street-fighter with mysterious ties to the Dillinger Gang. You’ll
find yourself realizing that being nice and friendly is a killer
combination. Edited by acclaimed author and anthologist Mitzi
Szereto, The Best New True Crime Stories: Well-Mannered
Crooks & Criminals reveals all-new accounts of true crime
stories featuring serial killers from the contemporary to the
depression-era. The international list of contributors includes
award-winning crime writers, true-crime podcasters,
journalists, and experts in the dark crimes field such as Tom
Larsen, David Blumenfeld, and Anthony Ferguson. If you are
a fan of true crime books such as The Big Book of Serial
Killers, The Best New True Crime Stories: Serial Killers, or
The Best New True Crime Stories: Small Towns, then you’ll
love The Best New True Crime Stories: Well-Mannered
Crooks & Criminals.
Examines the range of American crime fiction from execution
sermons of the Colonial era to television programmes like
The Sopranos.
The Disturbing Inside Story of Women Who Are Driven to Kill.
From Elizabeth Bathory, 'The Bloody Countess' whose
vampire-like tendencies terrorized sixteenth-century Hungary,
to the Moors Murderer Myra Hindley and the Florida Highway
Killer Aileen Wuornos, these women transfix us with their
extreme ability to commit savage acts of cruelty and
depravity. In some cases their methods of disposing of the
corpses fall nothing short of ingenious: meet Leonarda
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'The Soap-Maker
Correggio',
who Murders
used the fat
from her victims' bodies to make soap and teacakes to sell to
unsuspecting customers. These killers' backgrounds,
methods and their crimes are described in forensic and
gripping detail. Killer Women collects the most disturbing yet
compelling of all criminals, representing the very darkest side
of humanity and subverting the conventional view of women
as the weaker sex. 50 terrifying cases of killer women are
brought to life, including: Elizabeth Bathory 'The Bloody
Countess' Amelia Dyer, The Reading Baby Farmer Jane
Toppan, 'Jolly Jane' Juana Barraza, The Old Lady Killer
Leonarda Cianciulli, 'The Soap-Maker of Correggio' Bonnie
Parker, 'Bonnie & Clyde' Rosemary West Myra Hindley Aileen
Wuornos
A deadly secret. A horrifying discovery.For over 20 years,
Joanne Lee's mother kept the remains of not one, but three
newborn babies hidden in a bin in her wardrobe.She had
buried a fourth baby in newspaper and ragsin St Helens
Cemetery.For the first time since exposing her mother's
crimes, Joanne breaks her silence over her family's horrific
ordeal and her fight for justice for the siblings she never
knew.Growing up in chaotic circumstances on Merseyside,
Joanne suffered at the hands of a violent boyfriend and
controlling relatives, as her mother lapsed into a downward
spiral of drinking and casual sex following the break-up of her
marriage. But the consequences of her mother's messy
lifestyle turned out to be far worse than Joanne could ever
have imagined.She already knew of the baby buried in a
shallow makeshift grave next to the family plot. But when
Joanne came across a red plastic bin in her mother's
wardrobe in 2009, she realised that the family home held an
even more sinister secret.In Silent Sisters, the daughter who
was falsely accused of murdering her own baby sister will tell
her full story for the first time, detailing her struggle to
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and to give
the four babies the proper burial they deserve.
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